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Abstract 

Technological developments changes the flow of information, where anyone can receive 

information easily. BSN as an Indonesian non-ministerial government institution needs to think 

about customer satisfaction with the services that provided. Completion of customer 

complaint is an important thing in fulfillment customer satisfaction. At present, the delivery of 

information regarding complaints against BSN services is still done in a conventional manner, 

where each user submits a complaint directly to the Helpdesk. However, in this case the 

section head is difficult to monitor every complaint that exists to improve the SLA. By 

proposing an Customer Complaint information system that can monitor customer 

complaints, it is hoped that it can improve service to any complaints that exist. This research 

is expected to assist users so that any complaints submitted can be resolved immediately, 

and are expected to increase SLA. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

In the current era of technological advances, many changes occur in all sectors including 

the delivery of information [1][2]. Initially the delivery of information used more print media, but 

along with the development of existing technology, the delivery of information at this time was 

more likely to use electronic media [3][4].  

The National Standardization Agency of Indonesia is non-ministerial government institution 

with the main task of development and coaching standardization activities in the country of 

Indonesia. Information technology (IT) support for end users has become a concern of the 

organization today. The ever-evolving technology has made the development of services to 

handle effective and efficient customer complaints a challenge for the organization. 

Organizations must actively seek new ways to provide better services that can meet the 

growing demands and expectations of customers [5]. 

Good customer satisfaction can be a determinant in the business activities undertaken [6]. 

Sometimes the user does not like the difficulties or problems encountered when using the 

system in the company, and that of course can reduce the level of user satisfaction with the 

services provided [7]. 

By making a customer complaint information system, it can monitor existing customer 

complaints in order to provide better service to customers. In the management of current 

customer complaints, National Standardization Agency of Indonesia still uses the conventional 

method, where users who experience problems regarding the applications they have chosen 

directly contact the Helpdesk to assist in resolving these issues. The method used is not going 

well, because the section head cannot monitor the problems that exist. 
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2.0 THEORETICAL 

Competitive and successful organizations are organizations that are able to maximize their 

main assets and competencies, concentrate on core businesses so they are able to compete 

in existing industries [8]. In maintaining a business strategy, companies often use CRM concepts 

to build very strong relationships with their customers, so that users are satisfied with the services 

provided [9].  

Information technology currently has a very important role, this can be seen by the frequent 

use of technology in the delivery of information [10]. Satisfaction is an indicator that can 

measure the expectations of the user, where the company must be able to monitor it and 

measure it with the services provided [11]. 

Complaint management aims to find out about things that can cause user dissatisfaction. 

Complaint management can be used to define what strategies will be used by companies to 

be able to provide the best products or services to customers [7]. Complaint management 

system is needed to communicate effectively with the expert [12], wherein the user first 

complains about the problem that occurs, and then the Helpdesk will solve the problem 

according to his expertise [4]. Complaints Management System will store each user's 

complaints, and then the data obtained from these systems can be used as a reference in the 

decision to increase the service to the user, so as to improve the CRM [13]. 

 

2.1. Information System 

Information systems are computer-based systems that are used to process data that can 

be used as decision makers and generally was designed to assist in the decision making 

process. Figure 1 shows the elements and relations of information systems. 

 

Figure 1. Units & Relations of Information Systems [14] 

Computer-based information systems are systems that consist of software, hardware, 

personnel, files and procedures, which can generate knowledge. Computer-based 

information systems have been used by many people to help with several things such as 

decision making [15], data storage and reporting to be more effective [16], and many other 

benefits. 

 

2.2. Customer Satisfaction 

Customer satisfaction is an important thing that needs to be understood by a company if 

the company wants to develop. If the user is satisfied with the services provided by the 

company, it will have a positive influence on the company's progress [17]. Customer 

satisfaction can increase if the user expectation obtained. Vice versa, satisfaction can 

decrease if user expectation is not obtained [18]. 

Rapid change and development of Information Technology require organizations to 

develop the information system. Customer satisfaction is one of the important things from 

marketing activities, because if the customer feels dissatisfied, it will have an impact on the 

company's success [19]. 

Rapid developments and changes in Information Technology require organizations to use 

HelpDesk System [14]. The Helpdesk system is expected to be able to assist customers in 

delivering their problems, and also help management managers in monitoring employee 

performance. 

Helpdesk is a customer support center in organization that provides information, support 

to users, with the intention of solving problems faced by users when using resources or facilities 
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in the organization. The mechanism for retrieving helpdesk information will be suitable for users 

in managing complaints and proper system maintenance [5][20]. With the system that handles 

every problem presented, it can help companies monitor existing problems and maximize the 

services provided [21]. By providing administrative assistance regarding the work that has been 

done it will help the user so that the problems faced can be resolved immediately, and also 

help the helpdesk to monitor any complaints that exist [5]. 

 

2.3. Website 

A website is a collection of publicly available, interlinked web pages. Websites may be 

created and maintained by an individual, group, business or organization for a variety of 

purposes. The World Wide Web is made up of all publicly accessible websites. Websites come 

in a variety that is almost endless, including educational sites, news sites, forums, social media 

sites, e-commerce sites, etc. The website pages are usually a mixture of text and other media. 

That said, the form of a website is not dictated by any rules. A person might create a website 

of nothing but black and white pictures of roses, or the word "cat" linked with the word "mouse" 

to another web page. However, many sites follow a standard pattern of a homepage that links 

off to other categories and content within the website. Websites were initially classified by top-

level domains [22]. 

 

2.3. XAMPP 

XAMPP is free software that supports many operating systems and is a compilation of 

several programs. Its function is as a stand-alone server or localhost, which consists of the 

Apache HTTP Server program, MySQL database, and language translators written in the PHP 

and Perl programming languages. The name XAMPP stands for X, which is four operating 

systems of Apache, MySQL, PHP and Perl [23].  

 

2.3. PHP 

PHP is a programming language that is widely used for handling the creation and 

development of a web and can be used in HTML. PHP stands for "PHP Hypertext Preprocessor", 

and PHP is the language that is included in HTML documents, as well as working on the server 

side (server-side HTML-embedded scripting). This means that the syntax and commands given 

will be fully run on the server but are included in the normal HTML page, so that the script does 

not appear on the client side. PHP is designed to be able to work with database servers and is 

made so that creating HTML documents that can access the database is so easy. The purpose 

of this scripting language is to make an application where the application which is built by PHP 

in general will give results to the web browser, but the overall process is run on the server [24]. 

 

2.4. Database 

Database is a collection of data that is related logically, have a description and used 

together, which is designed to fulfill the need of information of an organization [25]. 

 

2.5. MySQL  

The use of DBMS today is very important in all aspects, both on a large or small scale. The 

DBMS used is MySQL. MySQL is a widely used DBMS. MySQL is the most popular open source 

database software in the world. MySQL is the first choice for many software and application 

developers, this is due to the advantages of MySQL including its easy to understand syntax, 

supported by general programs such as C, C ++, Java, PHP, Pyton. Based on a survey found 

on db-engines.com, MySQL in the 2nd position. [26]. 

 

3.0 METHODOLOGY 

The system development methodology used as the research stage is the System 

Development Life Cycle (SDLC) [10]. The SDLC method used is waterfall. The stages of the life 

cycle of the development of the waterfall system used as a stage in this research are as follows: 

a. Planning 

At this stage a schedule is made for making system functionality such as user interfaces and 

databases, which will later be used as guidance in application development. 

b. Analysis 

at this stage, the idea of system functionality will be realized. By designing system 

functionalities, there will be guides for coding processes. 
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c. Design  

Design that is made in the previous step will be the guide. By using PHP programming 

language and MySQL as database to implement the design that have made. 

d. Implementation  

This step also will also do testing, where programmer will do functionality test and logic test. 

We also will do Black Box Testing, a testing method focusing on functionality requirements, 

and if there is something wrong, we will fix bug that will possibly be encountered after it is 

launched on the market. Programmer will evaluate user satisfaction and that will be the 

guide to fix the problem and bugg existing.  

 

4.0 RESULANTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1. Proposed System Analysis 

IT Helpdesk

Employee

Section Head

Manage User

Check Ccomplaint 
Progress Status

admin

Input Form Complaint

Assign Complaint

Input Complaint 
Progress

View Complain Report

 

Figure 2. Use Case Diagram of Customer Complaint Information System 

With the existence of weaknesses in the ongoing system, a new system is formed, with this 

expected to run optimally so that it can provide useful benefits for users. 

4.2. Functional System Requirement 

In this study, the functional requirements of the system are as follows: User, admin, Division Head 

of IT Services, IT Helpdesk.  

1. User / Customer 

a. Users  / Customer should log in to the customer complaint management system by 

entering email, email, and access rights. 

b. Users  / Customer can choose the type of complaint they experience, and also fill in a 

description of the problem with the service they are experiencing. 

 

2. Administrator 

a. Administrators should log in to the customer complaint management system by 

entering email, email, and access rights. 

b. Administrators can add, update, delete users  / Customer from the system. 

 

3. Division Head of IT Services 

a. Division Head of IT Services should log in to the customer complaint management 

system by entering email, email, and access rights. 

b. Division Head of IT Services can assign assignments to the Helpdesk according to the 

type of complaint from the user / Customer, and if the Helpdesk takes a leave before 

the ticket problem is resolved, the Division Head of IT Services can assign another 

Helpdesk to resolve complaints so that the specified SLA can be reached. 

c. The Division Head of IT Services verifying user  / Customer complaint reports that have 

been completed by the Helpdesk. 

d. The Division Head of IT Services can see all complaints to ensure IT services run smoothly. 
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4. IT Helpdesk 

a. IT Helpdesk should log in to the customer complaint management system by entering 

email, email, and access rights. 

b. If the IT Helpdesk has taken the ticket provided, and is working on it, IT Helpdesk should 

change the status of the ticket to working on it, and if the ticket is completed then IT 

Helpdesk should close the ticket to provide information to Division Head of IT Services 

to verify ticket problems that can be declared close. 

 

4.3. Implementation System 

There are several system modules according system design that have been made. 

1. Manage Users 

 

Figure 3. Manage Users 

This page is a page can be accessed by admin. The features that can be used through this 

page are displaying information about user. 

2. Input Complaint Page 

 

Fig. 4. Input Complaint Page 

 

Input complaint page can be accessed by user / Customer. There are 3 types of complaint, 

that is network, peripheral, application/web. 

 

3. Assignment Complaint Page

 
Figure 5.  Assignment Complaint Page 

Each complaint from the/Customer will be sent to the Division Head, then Division Head 

assigns the Helpdesk to resolve the complaint. 
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4. Page of Complaint Assignment Detail - Helpdesk 

 

Figure 6. Page of Complaint Assignment Detail - Helpdesk 

If the Division Head has assigned a complaint to the Helpdesk, the Helpdesk must change 

the status of the complaint to inform the Division Head that the complaint submitted is being 

worked on. 

5. Complaint Report 

 
Figure 7. Assign Complaint Page 

Division Head of IT Services can view the report on each complaint, so that the SLA for the 

IT services provided can be controlled. 

5.0 CONCLUSION 

With the existence of a customer complaint management system, the head of the Division 

Head of IT Services can monitor complaints submitted regarding the IT services. Division Head 

of IT Services also can monitor the assignment of Helpdesk so that the SLA can be fulfilled. This 

customer complaint information system was built based on the results of interviews with the 

Division Head of IT Services and Helpdesk, then the results of the interviews were analyzed to 

make system design. It is hoped that later this application can be developed and accessed 

on all mobile devices in order to facilitate users in submitting complaints. 
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